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The MCSCF method is used to calculate the nitrogen shielding constants in HN3 and four isomers of CH2N2. The calculations 
are performed using SCF and RAS SCF wavefunctions, in both cases using London atomic orbitals. For some of the shielding 
constants the correlation corrections exceed 100 ppm and lead to much closer agreement with experiment. 

1. Introduction 

Ab initio calculations of NMR shielding constants 
are now becoming feasible for large polyatomic mol- 
ecules. Although the theory has been known for many 
years, several obstacles have previously prevented 
accurate calculations. Finite basis set results ob- 
tained from standard perturbation theory are gauge- 
origin dependent. For small molecules this problem 
can be circumvented by increasing the basis set until 
the gauge dependence is so small that it is irrelevant 
compared to the accuracy of the calculated constants. 
However, for larger systems this approach cannot be 
applied as a prohibitively large number of basis func- 
tions is required. There have been efficient imple- 
mentations of approaches in which the gauge-origin 
problem has been overcome [ l-41. These methods 
include the LAO (London atomic orbitals ) approach 
[5,6] also known as the GIAO (gauge invariant 
atomic orbitals) [ 7,8] approach, the IGLO approxi- 
mation [9,10] and the LORG scheme [ 11,121 (for 
the most recent reviews, see refs. [ l-41 ). We shall 

use the LAO approach, which was recently presented 
in a form suitable for application to any wavefunc- 
tion approximation [ 13 1. 

London atomic orbitals (LAOS) are formed by 
multiplying AOs with a field-dependent phase factor. 
For the one-electron, one-center problem the LAOS 
formed from the A0 eigenfunctions of the field-free 
problem are eigenfunctions to first order in the mag- 
netic field B. Therefore the use of LAOS in molecular 
applications has several advantages. Numerous cal- 
culations (see e.g. refs. [ 8,14 ] ) have shown that the 
LAO scheme converges to the basis set limit faster 
than perturbation theory and other gauge-origin in- 
dependent methods [ 15,16 1. This is particularly im- 
portant for correlated wavefunctions when large mol- 
ecules are studied since the largest manageable basis 
sets in these cases will be far from saturated. 

Once the gauge dependence problem has been 
solved, accurate results can be obtained in the SCF 
(selfconsisted field) scheme for molecules well de- 
scribed by a single configurational wavefunction. 
Numerical experience has shown that the shielding 
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constants often agree well with experiment for the C 
and H nuclei in saturated molecules, whereas this is 
usually not the case for atoms with lone pairs of elec- 
trons and molecules with multiple bonds [ 17-191. 
In these cases the correlation corrections must be in- 
cluded in order to obtain reasonable agreement with 
experiment. Methods that include correlation effects 
have been developed both within the IGLO approach 
(the MC IGLO scheme [ 3,201) and within the 
LORG approximation (the SOLO scheme [ 2,211). 
Second-order perturbation theory (MP2) calcula- 
tions [ 221 and MCSCF (multiconfigurational self- 
consistent field) calculations [ 161 have also been 
presented with LAOS. The LAO MCSCF [ 231 
method has been demonstrated to be efftcient in de- 
scribing the main correlation corrections to the 
shielding constants for smaller molecules [ 16 1, where 
the correlation effects are described using CAS (com- 
plete active space) SCF reference functions. How- 
ever, CAS wavefunctions cannot be used for large ac- 
tive orbital spaces and/or for a large number of active 
electrons. In this work we consider four isomers of 
CH2N2 and IINs. We would have liked to use full va- 
lence shell CAS SCF wavefunctions but this is not 
possible with our current programs as the wavefunc- 
tions would then contain several million determi- 
nants. Instead, we have used RAS (restricted active 
space) SCF wavefunctions, and it appears that these 
can be chosen to approximate well the analogous va- 
lence CAS SCF results. 

2. Calculations 

All shielding constants have been computed using 
the ABACUS program #I. The calculations include the 
analytical evaluation of MCSCF response equations 
with the magnetic field as the perturbation. The in- 
tegrals required in the LAO calculations are evalu- 
ated using the HERMIT integral program #‘, which 
employs the McMurchie-Davidson scheme [ 241. 
The reference SCF and MCSCF wavefunctions have 

*’ ABACUS, a program for calculation of time-independent 
properties for MCSCF wavefunctions, T. Helgaker, H.J.Aa. Jen- 
sen, P. Jorgensen, J. Olsen, P. Taylor, H. Koch, K. Ruud, K.L. 
Bak and R. Kobayashi. 
s2 T. Helgaker, P. Taylor and K. Ruud, Hermit-molecular inte- 
gral program. 

been calculated using the SIRIUS program #3. We re- 
fer to refs. [ 15,161 for details and for a number of 
numerical applications using LAOS. These papers 
demonstrate the advantages of LAO basis sets in the 
calculations of magnetizabilities [ 151 at the SCF 
level, and for NMR shielding constants [ 161 and 
AATs (atomic axial tensors) (see footnote 3) at the 
SCF and CASSCF levels. 

We apply the MCSCF approach to study the nitro- 
gen shielding constants of four isomers of CH2N, and 
HN3. We have calculated the shielding constants for 
all atoms, but as expected the correlation corrections 
for the carbon and hydrogen nuclei are in most cases 
small. We use the following symbols for the CHzNz 
compounds: HzCNz for diazirine (C, N and N form 
a triangle), H&NN for diazomethane (H+N=N 
structure), HzNCN for cyanamide (H,N-C=N) and 
finally HNCNH for carbodiimide (HN=G=NH ) . The 
I-IN, molecule and the isomers of CHzNz are isoelec- 
tronic, and we have used a set of identical systemati- 
cally constructed wavefunctions for all these com- 
pounds. The geometries at which the calculations are 
carried out are described later. 

We have used two basis sets, H II and H III. The 
smaller H II basis is (9s5pld/5slp) contracted to 
(5s4pld/3slp), the larger H III basis set is 
( 11 s7p2d/6s2p) contracted to ( 7s6p2d/4s2p). Both 
the primitive sets are taken from Huzinaga’s [ 26 ] 
compilation and have previously been used in IGLO 
MCSCF shielding calculations on smaller molecules 

1271. 
For the smallest basis set, we have performed two 

different RAS SCF calculations with the active spaces 
selected according to the natural orbital occupation 
numbers of second-order perturbation theory (MP2). 
In both RAS SCF wavefunctions the three 1 s orbitals 
on N and C are kept inactive. The MP2 calculations 
indicate that each of the molecules has two virtual 
orbitals with large occupation numbers. If we con- 
sider an idealized linear X-Y-Z (X, Y, Z=C or N) 
isoelectronic system, it has six orbitals of E symme- 
try, four occupied and two unoccupied. To a good ap- 
proximation the considered molecules have a similar 
structure. In the lirst RAS SCF function, we have in- 
corporated in RAS2 (arbitrarily occupied active 
space) the valence SCF and in addition the two above 

1)3 SIRIUS, an MCSCF program, H.J.Aa. Jensen and H. &ren. 
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virtual II: orbitals, and in the RAS3 subspace (con- 
taining no more than two electrons) the rest of the 
valence orbitals. This wavefunction will be called 
RAS-I. In the other RAS wavefunction, called RAS- 
II, we include only the valence SCF orbitals in RAS2, 
and all the remaining valence orbitals in RAS3. In 
addition, we allow up to quadrupole excitations into 
RAS3. With the active spaces and the electron distri- 
butions defined in this way, we have obtained for both 
RAS SCF functions configuration expansions of 
80000-200000 determinants, the length depending 
primarily on the molecular symmetry. 

We wish to point out that in the molecules studied 
there are several nitrogen atoms which from a chem- 
ical point of view are very different, and therefore 
their chemical shifts differ significantly. Neverthe- 
less, we have used the same basis set for each nitro- 
gen atom, and in defining the RAS-I and RAS-II 
wavefunctions we have only considered the general 
features of the electronic structure of the molecules. 
This is consistent with our aim which is to analyse 
the performance of systematically constructed wave- 
functions for the calculation of NMR shielding con- 
stants for a variety of nuclei. 

The molecular electronic energies are listed in Ta- 
ble 1. The H II results indicate that the differences 
between the RAS-I and RAS-II correlation energies 
are small. Although there is a systematic lowering of 
all energies going from H II to H III, the correlation 
energies are not affected significantly. Also, the rela- 
tive energies of the CHzNz isomers do not change sig- 
nificantly with the basis set. The differences between 
the isomers of CH2N2 have been considered by sev- 
eral authors (see e.g. refs. [ 28,29 ] ) and our energies 
are similar to the previously obtained values, e.g., the 
relative energies in ref. [28] vary from 42.45 to 
208.48 W/mol at the SCF level, and from 39.20 to 
152.57 kJ/mol in an MP3 calculation. As illustrated 
by the results in Table 1, significant changes are found 
in the relative stabilities at the SCF level and at the 
correlated level, but the effect of the basis set is small 
at both levels. 

The H II nitrogen NMR shielding constants are 
shown in Table 2. The energies obtained at the RAS- 
I and RAS-II levels are similar and the same is true 
for the shielding constants. The largest difference is 
2.6 ppm, and we have therefore carried out only RAS- 
I calculations of the shielding constants for the larger 

Table 1 
Electronic energies (in atomic units) and diEerences with re- 
spect to the lowest isomer, HsNCN (in kJ/mol) 

SCF RAM RAS-II 

I-IN3 energy 
HIIbasis 
H II basis 

HsCNs energy 
H II basis 
diff. 

energy 
H III basis 
diE 

H$DIN energy 
H II basis 
diff. 

energy 
H III basis 
difx 

HsNCN energy 
H II basis 
ditT. 

energy 
H III basis 
dx. 

HNCNH energy 
H II basis 
diff. 

energy 
H III basis 
diff. 

- 163.8752 -164.1002 
- 163.9040 - 164.1271 

- 147.8639 - 148.0729 
228.2 199.0 

- 147.8858 - 148.0948 
228.4 198.2 

- 147.8779 - 148.0962 - 148.0989 
191.4 137.8 139.9 

- 147.9004 -148.1179 

190.1 137.6 

- 147.9508 - 148.1487 
0.0 0.0 

- 147.9728 - 148.1703 
0.0 0.0 

- 147.9335 - 148.1333 
45.4 40.4 

- 147.9605 - 148.1579 
32.3 32.6 

-164.1015 

- 148.0761 
199.8 

- 148.1522 
0.0 

- 148.1364 
41.5 

Table 2 
Nitrogen shielding constants, basis H II (absolute values in ppm) 

SCF RA!I-I RAS-II 

HN.NbN, K 
Nb 
NC 

HzCK N 

H&N.% N. 
Nb 

HzN.mb N. 
Nb 

HNCNH N 

191.2 207.2 201.2 
-23.9 19.3 18.9 
-31.2 56.7 55.2 

-271.2 - 127.0 - 127.0 

-1.7 -11.8 -11.8 
- 302.8 - 120.2 - 122.8 

255.9 260.3 260.2 
29.3 72.7 72.3 

185.1 198.8 198.3 
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Calculated and experimental shielding constants (absolute values in ppm) 

!SCF. R4§-I. Experiment DiR. b 

IWNbN, N. 196.0 210.3 189.5 20.8 
Nb -31.3 12.1 -0.9 13.0 
N, -29.4 54.4 43.6 10.8 

H#N, N -275.2 - 135.2 -87.0 -48.2 

H2WN, N. -11.6 -19.1 -42.0 22.9 
Nb - 298.8 - 121.4 - 149.0 27.6 

HzN.CNb N. 254.3 259.1 231.0 28.1 
Nb 28.1 71.0 61.0 10.0 

HNCNHN 185.5 198.1 142.0 56.1 

a Basis H III. b RAS-I experiment. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of calculated and experimental shielding 
constants (absolute values in ppm). (0, -) MCSCF, 
(X, ---) SCF, (0, -.-*-) exact. 

basis set H III. The similarity of the RAS-I and RAS- 
II wavefunctions indicates that these functions ap- 
proximate the valence shell CAS results well. 

The shielding constants obtained at the H III level 
are listed in Table 3 and Fig. 1 together with the ex- 
perimental values. The’ largest SCF errors are re- 
moved using RAS SCF wavefunctions. For seven out 
of nine nitrogen atoms, the discrepancies with the ex- 
perimental results are in the range + 10 to + 28 ppm. 
In fact, the relative shifts between nitrogen nuclei of 
a single molecule are described much better than the 
absolute values. This is important, as the comparison 
of experimental values is more accurate for nuclei in 
one molecule where the experimental conditions are 

the same. For example, for HzNCN the absolute val- 
ues of a(N,) differ in two experiments [ 30,3 1 ] by 
almost 20 ppm, whereas for a(N,)-a(N,,) the results 
are 170 and 170.7 ppm. 

The shielding constants of the nitrogen atoms in 
diazirine and in carbodiimide differ more from the 
experimental values than for the other molecules. In 
section 3, we discuss in more detail the accuracy of 
the shielding constants, and concentrate our discus- 
sion on these two cases. 

3. Discussion 

3.1. Basis set efects 

The differences between the nitrogen shielding 
constants computed with the H II and with the H III 
basis sets do not exceed 10 ppm, both for SCF and 
IUS SCF. The results of ref. [ 16 ] indicate that a fur- 
ther increase in the basis set should yield even smaller 
changes, as the convergence with the basis set exten- 
sion is rather smooth for LAO calculations. Thus, we 
do not expect that the basis set incompleteness leads 
to significant errors in the computed shielding con- 
stants. For diaxirine, we have verified this using a 
somewhat larger basis set than H III, obtained by 
adding diffise s and p functions on N. We have not 
used the H IV basis of ref. [ 27 1, since it yields 2 11 
orbitals which exceeds the number of orbitals we are 
presently able to handle in LAO MCSCF calculations. 

Ab initio SCF calculations have previously been 
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reported for the molecules studied here. Our SCF re- 
sults for diazirine are -271.2 and -275.2 ppm for 
basis H II and H III respectively, which may be com- 
pared with the LORG value of -27 1.45 ppm by 
Hansen and Bouman [ 321 #4. In our calculations, we 
used the same geometry as Hansen and Bouman. We 
also carried out a calculation using their basis set and 
obtained -268.3 ppm. 

The two nitrogen shielding constants of H,CNN are 
in good agreement with IGLO results [ 331 ( - 12.0 
and -303 ppm, respectively). For H,NCN, both 
values compare well with another GIAO calculation 
[ 341, which gives 256.9 and 28.6 ppm. For HNCNH, 
there is a significant difference between the GIAO 
value of 24 1 .O ppm in ref. [ 341 and our result, pre- 
sumably due to differences in geometry and/or basis 
set. 

3.2. Correlation eflects 

As mentioned above, both RAS-I and RASII yield 
an approximate description of valence shell correla- 
tion. In the MCSCF approach it is difficult to esti- 
mate the role of dynamic correlation. In a test calcu- 
lation for diazirine, H2CN2, we have used a larger 
active space. We have extended the RAS-I function 
by including in the RAS3 subspace two additional or- 
bitals. The result is similar to RAS-I, a(N) = - 139.8 
ppm. 

We have also calculated the shielding constants for 
the carbon and hydrogen atoms. The changes in the 
shielding constants due to correlation are generally 
so small that they are irrelevant for a systematic com- 
parison with experimental results. The correlation 
correction to a( i3C) is largest for HNCNH, where 
the SCF value is 22.8 ppm and the RAS-I value is 
46.4 ppm, in much better agreement with the exper- 
imental value of 45.9 ppm (for RNCNR, R = isopro- 
pyl [35],andusingforCshieldinga~=185.4-crd). 

3.3. Geometry dependence 

It is well known that a(N) varies strongly with the 
molecular geometry. The tabulated results were ob- 
tained using geometries taken from the following ref- 
erences: HN, [36], H&N2 [37], HzCNN [38], 

M The authors have communicated that an error was reported in 
the shielding constant. The correct constant is the one given. 

HzNCN [ 391, and HNCNH [ 401. For the two mol- 
ecules where the shielding constants deviate most 
from experiment, we have also calculated the shield- 
ing constants at other geometries. For H&N,, we 
have used the slightly different theoretical geometry 
of ref. [ 411. The change observed at the H II SCF 
level is large, from -271.2 to -216.6 ppm. In the 
RAS-I calculation using the H III basis we obtained 
- 108.9 ppm, in much better agreement with the ex- 
perimental value. The difference between our results 
and experiment becomes -21.9 ppm, instead of 
- 48.2 ppm. The results in the tables and in the figure 
are for the experimental geometry but the above cal- 
culation indicates that a significant part of the differ- 
ences between the calculated and experimental 
shieldings may be due to the molecular geometry de- 
pendence. This is in agreement with previous data 
that show a very strong geometry dependence of ni- 
trogen shielding constants. For example, in LAO and 
MBPT(2) calculations for the nitrogen molecule, 
Gauss [ 221 obtained for 8a/8r - 1135 ppm/A at the 
SCF level, - 506 ppm/A at the correlated level, with 
the experimental value estimated to be in between 
these two. 

For HNCNH, we have carried out additional cal- 
culations with the geometries of refs. [42,43]. The 
SCF results for basis H II ( 190.8 and 208.9 ppm, re- 
spectively) did not differ significantly from the value 
in Table 3. We therefore did not carry out further cor- 
related calculations. Moreover, for this molecule the 
experimental data are estimated from the substituted 
compound NMR spectra, so a direct comparison is 
not possible. 

3.4. Experimental data 

The comparison of experimental and calculated 
data is not a trivial matter. Measurements are done 
in various solvents, at different concentrations, tem- 
peratures, and different reference compounds are ap- 
plied to define a(N). We have mainly used the tab- 
ulation of Witanowski et al. [ 441, where all shieldings 
refer to the nitromethane standard. To convert the 
experimental nitrogen shielding for this standard to 
absolute values we have used a&,= 135.0 - a,. Most 
of the data we use were originally obtained by Mason 
et al. [ 45,461. Considering the difficulties in detin- 
ing absolute values of experimental shielding con- 
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stants, we have estimated the accuracy of the conver- 
sion of the experimental data to be + 10 ppm. In 
addition, there may be differences of the order of 20 
ppm or more between the shielding constants of a nu- 
cleus in experimental conditions (solution) and for 
an isolated molecule (gas phase) representing the an- 
alogue of the calculations. Unfortunately, there is 
presently no simple way to estimate the role of sol- 
vent or rovibrational contributions in polyatomic 
molecules. 

4. sumnuuy 

The accuracy of the computed nitrogen shielding 
constants depends crucially on the incorporation of 
correlation effects. The polyatomic molecules stud- 
ied in this work were treated with standard basis sets 
using the LAO method. The LAO method can be ap- 
plied for general wavefunctions and gives gauge-ori- 
gin independent results, which rapidly converge with 
basis set size. 

The RAS SCF wavefunctions we have used pro- 
vide a good estimate of the valence shell correlation 
contributions to the shielding constants. At this level 
of approximation, the results are in much better 
agreement with experimental data than the SCF val- 
ues. The next steps would be to use optimized moleo 
ular geometries and to estimate the role of the dy- 
namic correlation. However, it appears that to obtain 
good agreement with experimental data it is even 
more important to determine the rovibrational con- 
tributions since the geometry dependence of the 
shielding constants is very large. It is also important 
to consider the molecule-solvent interactions. 
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